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collections →

The catalogue you are holding is a unique
collection of models we have been refining for
years, discovering and implementing solutions
and innovations of which we are proud. We are
certain that we deliver products that not only
meet the quality criteria, but also satisfy to the
most specific requirements of our customers.

Our door models were divided into two
collections: Horizon and Galaxy. The
names of models in the Horizon line refer
to great explorers, the people who were
not afraid to overcome the limitations and
achieve the goals no one has ever dreamt
of before. We have the same attitude in
our company. The models in the Galaxy
collection use the names of the stars,
planets and constellations, since the stars
are not only part of our company’s name,
but are also beautiful and long-lasting. And
durability and beauty is what we especially
care about.
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comparison of package fittings

Each of our door models can be purchased in the version available in one of four
packages. Each package provides improvements corresponding to the individual safety
of heat economy requirements. A good understanding of the characteristics of the
package will allow you to choose the doors exactly according to your needs.

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

The Superior 55 package offers doors with leaf thickness
of 55 mm, filled with graphite expanded polystyrene (EPS)
along with an assembled frame and a stainless steel doorsill.
The doors have two independent three-bolt locks, as well as
three hinge bolts. The design and the applied filling guarantee
that the doors comply with the energy efficiency and safety
standards.

The Superior 55 Plus package is the best proposal for doors
with leaf thickness of 55 mm available on the market. The leaf
is filled with PUR foam and the stable and durable structure
inside the leaf is made of waterproof plywood. The doors are
provided with a thermal frame and a thermal doorsill made of
stainless steel as standard. This ensures durability during the
daily operations and protection from the effects of variable
weather conditions. Safety is provided by a 9-point locking
system for locks and hinge bolts.

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

The Comfort 73 package was designed for people who
appreciate the robustness and high standards in terms of
energy efficiency and safety. The highest quality materials, the
leaf with thickness of 73 mm, filled with polyurethane foam and
application of 3-dimensional adjustable hinges (3D hinges)
enhance the utility functions. Thickness of the door and the Alu
Thermo doorsill affect the thermal insulation, and also reduce
excessive noise penetrating to the interior of a house.

The Comfort 73 Plus package is our proposal for the most
demanding users. Doors with thickness of 73 mm, with a frame
with a thermal break and a commercial Alu Thermo doorsill.
Filling of the leaf is a 2-component PUR system ensuring very
good thermal parameters. The door leaf is made of waterproof
plywood.
The door uses a multi-point ROTO lock with a hook-and-bolt
system, which is an innovative solution in the Polish market.
Massive hinge bolts and a 3D hinge enhance the break-in
resistance. The door is provided with a 4-sided rabbeted door
edge.

↓

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plusus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Pluss

leaf thickness

55 mm

55 mm

73 mm

73 mm

filling

Polystyrene — Graphite

PUR foam

PUR foam

PUR foam

door frame

Standard

Thermal

Thermal

Thermal

doorsill

Standard

Thermal

Alu Thermo

Alu Thermo

hinges

2D standard

3D diameter of 15 mm

3D diameter of 20 mm

3D diameter of 20 mm

locks

2 three-bolt locks

2 three-bolt locks

2 three-bolt locks

Multi-point Roto

Ud

1,2 W/m2K

1,1 W/m2K

0,85 W/m2K

0,85 W/m2K

accessories

We know how different architectural and interior design solutions are, and therefore our
offer is complemented by high quality, branded accessories such as door handles, pull
handles, cylinders, peep holes, door closers and hinge covers. This way everyone can
adjust the door to their own needs.

galaxy collection
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Galaxy is a unique collection of models with a unique and modern design, highlighted
with roundings in the line of glass, stainless steel or embossing. Most of these models
have been launched only recently, therefore they are still unique. The line is dedicated for
people who appreciate a brave design and are not afraid of experiments.

galaxy collection
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sandblasted with a theme
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

sirius

recommended door pull
Axa door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Sirius model is a unique design, which enjoys
great popularity on western markets. Two large
symmetrically distributed glazing, separated by three
decorative elements of stainless steel provide the
doors with an individual character. Sandblasted glazing
with a theme, in conjunction with a perfectly cambered
door pull at the same radius as the glass line glass
further enhances the uniqueness of this model.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
black, sandblasted glass pane
with a theme

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
wenge, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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frosted decormat
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

apollo 3D

recommended door pull
Wobi door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Apollo 3D model is exceptional in every way.
Not only the unique shape of the glazing, but also
the stainless steel frame consisting of the three
projections connecting its long edges, give this door
a very unique character.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
dark anthracite, frosted decormat
glass pane

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
light anthracite, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

orion

recommended door pull
Wobi door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Orion is a unique model that is brand new on the
market. A prominent arc in a large stainless steel
frame and glazing with an elegant theme create
a characteristic layout. The glazing is also available
in the version with a one-way mirror.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
light anthracite, sandblasted glass
pane with a theme

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
golden oak, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

pollux

recommended door pull
Wobi door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Pollux model is an elegant and toned design with
a semi-circular shape in a stainless steel housing, which
balances the long modern door pull. This model is
characterized by a pattern on the sandblasted glass,
which is also available in the version with a one-way
mirror.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
Winchester, sandblasted glass
pane with a theme

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
dark anthracite, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

andromeda

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Andromeda is a very interesting model, which
combines the stainless steel frame with filling
of sandblasted glass pane and a shallow embossing,
which is a great background for the theme on the
glass. The model also comes in a variant with
a one-way mirror.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
white, sandblasted glass pane
with a theme

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
Winchester, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

taurus

recommended door pull
Axa door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Taurus model is a popular design characterized by
semi-circular lines and modular glazing available in the
version with a one-way mirror or the graphite reflection
glass pane. The shape of the inside of the door is
defined by the stainless steel frame, and the whole can
be complemented by a dedicated door pull.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
wenge, graphite reflection glass
pane

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
light anthracite, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

double leaf / glazed both leafs

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

pegasus

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Pegasus model is a daring, bold design that
is quickly gaining popularity on the market. It has
a large glazing available in two versions: with
a one-way mirror or a sandblasted glass pane with
a theme. Two different widths of the stainless steel
frame are distinguishable, which highlights the
uniqueness of this model.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
walnut, sandblasted glass pane
with a theme

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
dark anthracite, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

aries

recommended door pull
Axa door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Aries model is a very modern design, ideal
for bold, unconventional interiors. The stainless
steel frame has an interesting shape, which is
additionally filled with glazing in the shade of graphite.
Alternatively, a version with a one-way mirror is
available.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
light anthracite, graphite reflection
glass pane

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
walnut, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

gemini

recommended door pull
Wobi door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Gemini model is a very interesting design
solution. The shape created by a quite massive,
irregular stainless steel frame with graphite reflection
filling or a one-way mirror. The whole is beautifully
complemented by a door pull.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
dark anthracite, graphite reflection
glass pane

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
white, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

centaurus

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Centaurus is a rich design that combines several
elements. The shape of the glazing is formed by
a classic frame matching the color of the door.
In addition, the design is enhanced with horizontal
stainless steel slats. Glazing is available in two
versions: frosted decormat glass pane or a one-way
mirror.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
Winchester, frosted decormat
glass pane

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
wenge, one-way mirror

Available colors

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

Winchester

golden oak

white

wenge

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

walnut

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

elara

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Elara model is characterized by a very popular,
deep embossing. A short, rounded stained glass
window proposed for this model, embedded in the
frame matching the color of the door, highlights
its classic character. It also comes in version with
a universal one-way mirror.

↑
fittings
Superior 55 Plus,
walnut, stained glass window

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
golden oak, one-way mirror

Available colors

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible

walnut

golden oak

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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recommended cylinder
Wilka

glass pane
one-way mirror

virgo

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Virgo model is characterized by a very popular,
deep embossing. A long, rounded stained glass
window proposed for this model, embedded in the
frame matching the color of the door, underlines
its classic character. It also comes in version with
a universal one-way mirror.

↑
fittings
Superior 55 Plus,
golden oak, stained glass window

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
walnut, one-way mirror

Available colors

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible

walnut

golden oak

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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glass pane
sandblasted with a theme

glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

kastor

recommended door pull
Wobi door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Kastor model is a daring, bold design that is
quickly gaining popularity on the market. It features
two stainless steel strips of varying widths, which
create an interesting shape pointing out the
uniqueness of this model. The door is further
enhanced with a dedicated door pull.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
light anthracite

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
walnut

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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recommended door pull
Wobi door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended cylinder
Wilka

phoenix

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Phoenix model is a minimalist design, which is
complemented by a stainless steel arc-shaped cylinder
as a supplement underlining a delicate embossing.
This model is suitable for modern interiors.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
white

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
walnut

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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recommended cylinder
Wilka

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

europa
The Europa model comes without glazing and is
characterized by a very popular, deep and classic
embossing. This model perfectly fits traditional
interiors.

↑
fittings
Superior 55 Plus,
golden oak

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
walnut

Available colors

↓

single leaf

double leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible

walnut

golden oak

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

galaxy collection
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glass pane
sandblasted with a theme

glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

linx

recommended
recommended
cylinder door pull recommended door pull
Wilka Wobi door pull +
Axa door pull
Solo Gaja Plus furniture + Solo Gaja Plus
furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring
recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Linx model is a very classic model with little
decorations and a shallow embossing. For those who
like simple design and solid construction.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
bleached oak

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
walnut

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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The Horizon line offers door models with universal character and simple design
highlighted with straight lines of glass, stainless steel or embossing. Most of these
models enjoy great popularity. Dedicated for people who prefer minimalism and
functionality.

horizon collection
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glass pane
black glass

recommended cylinder
Wilka

kepler 3D

recommended door pull
Axa door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture,
black

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring,
black

The Kepler 3D model gives the effect of three
dimensions. This effect was obtained through the use
of the elegant black glass protruding above the door
surface. Black fittings perfectly complement the whole.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
walnut, black glass

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
dark anthracite, black glass

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

pascal 3D

recommended door pull
Axa door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture,
black

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring,
black

Pascal 3D is without a doubt the most distinctive and
bold design in the entire Horizon collection. A very
interesting black glass glazing and additional narrow
vertical stainless steel elements make up an interesting
combination that will certainly draw attention. This
model perfectly matches black fittings and a simple
door pull.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
white, black glass

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
light anthracite, black glass

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf
cutting down of the door not
possible, door opening only
outwards

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

newton 3D

recommended door pull
Axa door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Newton model is a beautiful combination of 3D
stainless steel, which perfectly fits the design of the
dark glass in the shade of graphite or with a one-way
mirror. A very distinctive pattern, which will be a strong
highlight of any interior.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
wenge, graphite reflection glass
pane

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
dark anthracite, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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glass pane
graphite reflection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

avila neo

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring,
black

Avila Neo is an exceptional, very elegant model.
Its character is enhanced with black stainless steel
and glazing in the shade of graphite. A black handle
complements its consistent look.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
dark anthracite, graphite reflection
glass pane

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
white, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

double leaf / glazed both leafs

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

galileo

recommended door pull
Wobi door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Galileo is a very elegant, geometric pattern, whose
special feature is the narrow glazing on the entire
height of the door. This model comes with a graphite
reflection glass pane or a one-way mirror. The whole
is completed with elegant embossing and a dedicated
door pull. The perfect choice for modern, minimalist
interiors.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
dark anthracite, graphite reflection
glass pane

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
white, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible
double leaf / glazed both leafs

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

lemos

recommended door pull
Wobi door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Lemos model is a very minimalist design with
a narrow, centrally-located glazing on the entire height
of the door. The glass pane is set in a stainless steel
frame and is available in the graphite reflection version
or with a one-way mirror. This model is beautifully
complemented by a door pull.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
Winchester, graphite reflection
glass pane

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
wenge, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible
double leaf / glazed both leafs

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

hevelius

recommended door pull
Wobi door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Hevelius model is characterized by large
rectangular glazing occupying a significant portion
of the door surface and comes with two variants to
choose from. It is a very modern model which enjoys
great popularity due to its elegant and balanced
symmetry.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
light anthracite, sandblasted glass
pane with a theme

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
walnut, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

double leaf / glazed both leafs

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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glass pane
sandblasted with a theme
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glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

magellan

recommended door pull
Axa door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Magellan model is characterized by a minimalist
rectangular glazing in a modern stainless steel frame.
A special theme on the glass pane makes the model
very unique. The model also comes in a variant with
a universal one-way mirror and looks fantastic with
a dedicated door pull.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
black, sandblasted glass pane
with a theme

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
wenge, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

double leaf / glazed both leafs

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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glass pane
graphite reflection glass
pane

Polstar

glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

picard

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Picard is a modern, richly decorated model. The
glazing is located close to the line of locks by creating
space for five ornamental strips of stainless steel.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
wenge, graphite reflection glass
pane

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
dark anthracite, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

double leaf / glazed both leafs

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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glass pane
sandblasted with a theme

Polstar

glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

avila

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Avila is one of the most popular models in the Horizon
collection. This model is characterized by a fairly large
rectangular frame with glazing in a form of sandblasted
glass pane with a theme or a one-way mirror. The
whole is completed with two pairs of parallel stainless
steel stripes.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
golden oak, sandblasted glass
pane with a theme

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
walnut, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

double leaf / glazed both leafs

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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glass pane
graphite reflection glass
pane

Polstar

glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

copernicus

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Copernicus is a model with four horizontal glazings,
which occupy a large part of the door surface. Each
glazing comes with a stainless steel frame and is
available with frosted decormat glass pane or with
a one-way mirror.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
dark anthracite, frosted decormat
glass pane

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
wenge, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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glass pane
graphite reflection glass
pane

Polstar

glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

diaz

recommended door pull
Wobi door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Diaz is a modern model with fandangle and bold
embossing in the form of asymmetrical stripes and
extravagant scalene glazing. The model stresses the
individualism of the purchaser. New on the market.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
light anthracite, graphite reflection
glass pane

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 plus,
wenge, one-way mirror

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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glass pane
frosted decormat glass
pane

Polstar

glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

arago

recommended door pull
Axa door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Arago is an unusual model with an interesting design.
It is characterized by a narrow frame matching the
color of the veneer, filled with a frosted decormat glass
pane or a one-way mirror. The door also has shallow
embossing, which complement the elegant geometry
of the model.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
walnut, frosted decormat glass
pane

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
golden oak, one-way mirror

Available colors

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible
double leaf / glazed both leafs

Winchester

golden oak

white

wenge

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

walnut

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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recommended cylinder
Wilka

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

gama
Gama is a modern, minimalist model. It features
special three parallel, closely embedded stainless steel
strips, which add an individual character to the model.
Despite the modest form, it is a door you will not be
indifferent to.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
walnut

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
wenge

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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glass pane
sandblasted with a theme

Polstar

glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

recommended cylinder
Wilka

recommended door pull
Axa door pull
+ Solo Gaja Plus
furniture

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

cortez

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Cortez is a classic door with a slight hint of modernity
in the form of subtle stainless steel striped pattern.
A solid form makes this door continuously popular.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
dark anthracite

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
golden oak

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf / glazed active leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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recommended door pull
Axa door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended cylinder
Wilka

pires

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Pires is a very classic form enriched with three parallel
stainless steel panels and shallow, gentle embossing
that make the door an excellent choice for minimalist
solutions.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
light anthracite

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
wenge

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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recommended door pull
Axa door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended cylinder
Wilka

tales

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Tales is a classic model with a subtle addition in the
form of a shallow embossing. It is a very popular
model, which perfectly blends quality and price
parameters.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
wenge

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
golden oak

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf
cutting down of the door
not possible

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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recommended door pull
LED light recessed
handle Wobi +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended cylinder
Wilka

irala

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Irala is a modern model that perfectly fits the mortise
handle with LED backlight. Embossed stripes
symmetrically distributed over the whole surface of the
leaf are distinguishable. New on the market.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
bleached oak

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 plus,
light anthracite

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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recommended door pull
Wobi door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended cylinder
Wilka

diego

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Diego is a modern model with fandangle and bold
embossing in the form of asymmetrical stripes. The
model stresses the individualism of the purchaser. New
on the market.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
dark anthracite

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 plus,
walnut

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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glass pane
sandblasted with a theme

Polstar

glass pane
one-way mirror

recommended cylinder
Wilka

recommended cylinder
Wilka

recommended door pull
Axa door pull
+ Solo Gaja Plus
furniture

recommended handle
Niagara Axa + trim ring

drake

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

Drake is a classic model rich in symmetrical
decorations, whose centre is a square placed on one
of the sides. Classic elegance in an English style.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
dark anthracite

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 plus,
white

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

horizon collection
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recommended door pull
Axa door pull +
Solo Gaja Plus furniture

recommended cylinder
Wilka

columb

recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring
recommended handle
Haga Axa + trim ring

The Columb model is the most classic and universal
model. Minimalism encased in a smooth form without
embossing. This door is continuously successful
because its economical form inspires confidence and
safety.

↑
fittings
Comfort 73 Plus,
golden oak

→
double leaf version
Superior 55 Plus,
walnut

Available colors

* extra charge

↓

single leaf

double leaf

Winchester

golden oak

walnut

bleached oak*

wenge

black*

white

light anthracite

dark anthracite

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus
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external dimensions of the door frame
↓
vertical section
width
of the door
(cm)

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

A* (mm)

B* (mm)

A

B

A

B

A

B

80

903

2080

907

2083

938

2091

945

2091

90

1003

2080

1007

2083

1038

2091

1045

2091

100

1103

2080

1107

2083

110

1204

2079

1204

2082

120

1304

2079

1304

2082

130

1404

2079

1404

2082

min 10 mm

*D (mm)

*B (mm)

↓
cross section

door clear opening

width
of the door
(cm)

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus

C* (mm) D* (mm)

C

D

C

D

C

D

80

803

2000

803

2000

814

2009

821

2009

90

903

2000

903

2000

914

2009

921

2009

100

1003

2000

1003

2000

min 10 mm

min 10 mm

*C (mm)

*A (mm)
110

1101

2001

1101

2001

120

1201

2001

1201

2001

130

1301

2001

1301

2001
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accessories

↓

product

Sup 55

Sup 55 +

Com 73

Com 73 +

↓

product

electric strike with wires
/ Roto

Niagara — door handle/lever set
+ top trim ring / Axa

Commercial sill plate XPS 1.2 lin.m
/ Roto

Niagara — door handle/door pull set
+ top trim ring / Axa

kickplate — rubbing strip
/ Polstar

Haga Plus — door handle/lever set, top
trim ring, assist piston, stainless steel
/ Axa

TS 200 V door closer
/ Geze

Haga Plus — door handle/lever set, assist
piston, stainless steel / Axa

3D hinge covers
/ 3 pcs

Haga Plus — door handle/lever set, top
trim ring, assist piston, black / Axa

peep hole

Haga Plus — door handle/lever set, assist
piston, black / Axa

digital peep hole
/ Axa

Haga Plus — door handle/door pull set,
top trim ring, assist piston, stainless steel
/ Axa

door drip
/ Polstar

Haga Plus — door handle/door pull set,
top trim ring, assist piston, black / Axa

door drip
/ Roto

Haga Plus — door handle/door pull set,
assist piston, stainless steel / Axa

Sup 55

Sup 55 +

Com 73

Com 73 +

tables and accessories
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product

2018 catalogue

Sup 55

Sup 55 +

Com 73

Com 73 +

Haga Plus — door handle/door pull set,
assist piston, stainless steel, black / Axa

↓

Polstar

product

Montreal — round door pull, bent,
stainless steel, 120 / Axa + Solo Gaja
Plus furniture

Diva Standard — door handle/door pull
set, safety class 3 / Axa

A set of class C / Wilka cylinders

35/50

35/50

45/50
Montreal — straight door pull, black, 120
/ Axa + Solo Gaja Plus furniture with
a top trim ring

A set of cylinders, a one-key class A
/ Wilka system

class C / Wilka cylinder

35/50

35/50

45/50

45/50

Montreal — straight door pull, black, 120
/ Axa + Solo Gaja Plus furniture
class A / Wilka cylinder

45/50

class C / Wilka cylinder

45/50

Montreal — round door pull, bent,
stainless steel, 120 / Axa + Solo Gaja
Plus furniture with a top trim ring

Montreal — straight door pull, stainless
steel, 120 / Axa + Solo Gaja Plus
furniture with a top trim ring

Sup 55

Sup 55 +

Com 73

Com 73 +

tables and accessories

↓
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Sup 55

Sup 55 +

Com 73

Com 73 +

↓

Polstar

product

Montreal — straight door pull, stainless
steel, 120 / Axa + Solo Gaja Plus
furniture

Montreal — inclined door pull, stainless
steel, 50 / Axa + Solo Gaja Plus furniture

Montreal — inclined door pull, stainless
steel, 120 / Axa + Solo Gaja Plus
furniture with a top trim ring

ARCO-01 — round door pull, bent, 120 /
Axa + Solo Gaja Plus furniture with a top
trim ring

Montreal — inclined door pull, stainless
steel, 120 / Axa + Solo Gaja Plus
furniture

ARCO-01 — round door pull, bent, 120 /
Axa + Solo Gaja Plus furniture

Montreal — inclined door pull, stainless
steel, 50 / Axa + Solo Gaja Plus furniture
with a top trim ring

ARCO-03 — right angle door pull, bent,
120 / Axa + Solo Gaja Plus furniture with
a top trim ring

Sup 55

Sup 55 +

Com 73

Com 73 +

tables and accessories
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Sup 55

Sup 55 +

Com 73

Com 73 +

↓

Polstar

product

ARCO-03 — right angle door pull, bent,
120 / Axa + Solo Gaja Plus furniture

Montreal — straight door pull, stainless
steel, 120 electronic / Axa + Solo Gaja
Plus furniture

ARCO-04 — right angle door pull, bent,
150 / Axa + Solo Gaja Plus furniture with
a top trim ring

Led light recessed handle Wobi + Solo
Gaja Plus furniture

cover channel section
ARCO-04 — right angle door pull, bent,
150 / Axa + Solo Gaja Plus furniture

ARCO-02 — right angle door pull, 160 /
Axa + Solo Gaja Plus furniture with a top
trim ring

fastening of the door closer for
outwards opening doors
extra charge →

closer reinforcement

extra charge →

cutting down of the door

extra charge →

cutting down of double leaf door

extra charge →

Stainless steel from the inside

extra charge →

bicolor door

extra charge →

double leaf bicolor door

extra charge →

single leaf door colors:
whitened oak, black

extra charge →

double leaf door colors:
whitened oak, black

Sup 55

Sup 55 +

Com 73

Com 73 +
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door dimensions
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fittings of packages

* only available in colors:
dark anthracite, white, golden
oak, walnut

single leaf

double leaf

80 cm

80 + 30 cm

90 cm

80 + 40 cm

Superior 55

↓

custom doors
100 cm *

90 + 40 cm

possible DIY cutting
down of the door

three-sided rabbeted
door edge

comparison of package fittings
four-sided rabbeted
door edge

↓

Superior 55

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus
door closer

leaf thickness

55 mm

55 mm

73 mm

73 mm

filling

Polystyrene — Graphite

PUR foam

PUR foam

PUR foam

door frame

Standard

Thermal

Thermal

Thermal

doorsill

Standard

Thermal

Alu Thermo

Alu Thermo

hinges

2D standard

3D diameter of 15 mm

3D diameter of 20 mm

3D diameter of 20 mm

locks

2 three-bolt locks

2 three-bolt locks

2 three-bolt locks

Multi-point Roto

Ud

1,2 W/m2K

1,1 W/m2K

0,85 W/m2K

0,85 W/m2K

door closer fastener

electric strike

thermal doorsill
expansion

three-year warranty

duration of
manufacture

Superior 55 Plus

Comfort 73

Comfort 73 Plus
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